Gathering spaces fill Fairheart’s core
dows fill most of the front wall,
and more light spills in through
wide sidelights flanking the front
door, and small windows on both
sides of the fireplace.
A cased opening marks the
transition from the dining area to
the flat-ceilinged kitchen. Open
shelves line the wall above the
sink and its long counter. While
the kitchen is large, the basic work
triangle of sink-stove-refrigerator
is designed to minimize steps. The
nook is large enough to accommodate a good-sized table, and a covered patio is easily accessible
through sliding glass doors.

Fairheart

Bedroom
12'6'' x 11'

Another, more private, covered
patio nestles into a recess just outside the owners’ suite. A hot tub
would fit in nicely here, conveniently close to the suite’s bathroom.
Bedroom two, on the other side of
the kitchen, has a door into the main
bathroom. The Fairheart’s third
bedroom is upstairs, near a bathroom, plenty of storage space, and
a loft that overlooks the great room.
Associated Designs is the original source for the Fairheart 10-600.
For more information or to view
other designs, visit www.Associated
Designs.com or call
800-634-0123.
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The barn doors fronting the
Fairheart give this ranch-style home
a fresh face that calls for a second
look. These wide doors slide together and can be latched closed to cover the great room’s window wall.
Families that love barns will surely
resonate with this feature, but the
doors also offer an extraordinary
level of privacy, plus secure window protection in stormy weather.
This facade faces the street, but
the main entry is around to the
right. Family members who park
in the garage can enter via the
pass-through utility room
near the kitchen.
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where the ceiling soars
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central apex, then slopes
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